Introduction of single base substitutions at homologous chromosomal sequences by adeno-associated virus vectors.
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors can modify homologous chromosomal sequences at high rates. This gene targeting transduction pathway is distinct from the integrating and episomal pathways used in gene addition approaches. In previous studies, AAV vectors were used to introduce small insertion and deletion mutations at homologous chromosomal loci. Here we show that AAV-mediated gene targeting can also be used to introduce all possible types of single base substitution mutations at the endogenous single-copy hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase locus. Southern blot and sequence analysis showed that the point mutations were introduced with high fidelity. We also show that AAV vectors can repair chromosomal alkaline phosphatase genes containing point mutations. Our results suggest that AAV vectors can be used to introduce single base substitutions at high frequencies in normal human cells, including the correction of point mutations responsible for genetic diseases.